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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objectives 

In recent years, severe scour at the Kingston ferry terminal has caused concern for 

terminal safety, as an undersea cliff face at Slip 1 has migrated shoreward and through the 

bridge seat towards the onshore trestle structure. In this work we examine the infuence 

of vessel propeller wash on erosion by characterizing the vessel wake and wash structure, 

and developing a predictive model of seabed stress, the dynamical quantity that leads to 

erosion. 

Observations 

We used state-of-the-art oceanographic instruments to measure velocity and turbu-

lent bottom stress at the seabed and along the length of each of the two slips at the Kingston 

ferry terminal during vessel arrivals and departures. We develop an empirical model for bed 

stress based on the the observed turbulent stresses and apply it to a 9 year long long record 

of vessel activity and tidal stage. 

Results 

Vessel arrivals and departures are associated with 10− 30× larger velocities and 

10 − 100× larger stresses than ambient conditions. The wake and wash structure is af-

fected by the differences in bathymetry between Slip 1 and Slip 2, particularly the steeper 

slope at Slip 1. Different variables infuence the magnitude of bed stresses on arrivals and 
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departures. During departures, higher bed stresses occur at lower depths (due to tidal vari-

ability), while on arrivals, higher bed stresses are primarily associated with larger vessels 

arriving at the terminal. 

Conclusions 

Our model shows that over time periods longer than one to two weeks, the most 

important driver of cumulative seabed stress is the frequency of vessel activity. The stress 

on the seabed during departures can be infuenced by changing the seabed elevation, and 

we show that flling the scour hole at Slip 1 is likely to cause an increase in seabed stress. 

This must be taken into account when choosing a sediment grain size to use for fll. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Kingston ferry terminal, in Kingston, WA (USA), has experienced rapid ero-

sion in recent years. A steep drop at one of the slips has shifted shoreward, leading to 

erosion mitigation efforts. This work investigates the role of ferry-generated turbulence in 

causing this erosion. Specifcally, we determine the magnitude of the bed stresses caused 

by ferry arrivals and departures compared to quiescent periods, and the dependencies of 

this ferry-induced bed stress on tidal, climatological and vessel properties. 

The objective of our work is to characterize the ferry propeller wash in order to 

develop a model to better predict scour at ferry terminals. We accomplish this using high 

resolution measurements of turbulence at the seabed at both slips of the Kingston ferry 

terminal, leveraging dependencies on seabed depth, and vessel characteristics to simplify 

the model. We then apply the model to a 9-year time series of vessel activity and tidal stage 

data, as well as various along-slip profles of seabed elevation. 

Scour, or erosion near a submerged structure, is a problem inherent to marine infras-

tructure [Chin et al., 1996, Hamill et al., 1998, Yuksel et al., 2012, Tan and Yuksel, 2018]. 

Scour occurs when turbulence near the seabed is enhanced around submerged structures, 

leading to local erosion. In the case of a bridge pile, this normally leads to a scour hole 

around the pile, compromising the embedment of the pile [Tan and Yuksel, 2018]. Scour 

due to propeller wash has been found to be a function of the wash velocity, the sediment 

grain size, the propeller size, and the distance of the propeller above the seabed [Tan and 

Yuksel, 2018]. 

Large vessels such as ferries create both a wake and a propeller wash, two hydrody-

1 



Figure 1. Experimental setup and erosion time series 

Figure 1: Experimental setup & bed elevation time series at Kingston ferry terminal, WA. 

(a) shows the instruments as deployed at both slips, with yellow dots corresponding to 

Acoustic Doppler Current Proflers at mid-depth on both bridge seat pilings, and green 

dots corresponding to Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters at the bottom of the same pilings; 

(b) shows the relative positions of Slip 1 and Slip 2 (circled in orange); (c) shows time 

series of erosion near the bridge seat of Slip 1 (blue) and Slip 2 (red). 
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namic features that may contribute to scour at a ferry terminal. The vessel wake is a wave 

that radiates away from the vessel, while the propeller wash is turbulence generated by the 

vessel’s propeller [Chin et al., 1996]. As a wave, the vessel wake is a smoother feature 

than the wash’s inherently turbulent nature. The passage of a vessel involves both of these 

processes, and both can lead to scour [Chin et al., 1996, Hong et al., 2013]. 
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RESEARCH APPROACH & PROCEDURES 

Observational methods 

Measurements were made at the Washington State Ferries, Kingston Ferry Terminal 

on the Puget Sound (Figure 1). The Kingston terminal has two slips. Slip 1, to the north, 

receives the most vessel traffc and has developed a sharp cliff face directly underneath its 

bridge seat (Figure 1c). The sharp cliff face has eroded further shoreward on the south side 

of the slip than on the north side of the slip. Slip 2, to the south, has a gentler, more consis-

tent seabed slope, and receives less vessel traffc (Figure 1c). The Kingston terminal seabed 

consists of mixed sediment types, with larger cobbles mixed in among fner sediment. 

Instrumentation packages were deployed at Slip 1 from March 15-28, 2018, and at 

Slip 2 from April 25-May 15, 2018 (Table 1) . These instrumentation packages included 

two NorTek Vector Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs) mounted to the base of the 

north and south bridge seat piles, and two NorTek Signature 1000 Acoustic Doppler 2nd 

generation Current Proflers (AD2CPs) mounted to the north and south bridge seat piles 

facing the offshore end of the slip (Figure 1). The ADVs measure velocity at a single point 

close to the seabed at a frequency of 16 Hz. The AD2CPs measure velocity along fve 20 

m long acoustic beams with measurement bins every half meter, and sampling frequency 

of 8 Hz. One central acoustic beam is pointed in the along slip direction, with four other 

beams directed 25o to left, right, up and down of center. 

The deployment depth of each instrument varies slightly from slip to slip and piling 

to piling. The instruments collected data in 512 second bursts followed by 208 seconds 

of no collection, for a total cycle time of 12 minutes. During the period of time when a 
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slip was instrumented, ferry traffc was redirected to that slip when possible. The analysis 

presented in this paper focused on the ADV data. 

Location Sensor Depths (m) 
Dates 

Slip Piling AD2CP ADV 

March 15-28, 2018 1 North 5.6 9.8 

March 15-28, 2018 1 South 5 5.9 

April 25-May 15, 2018 2 North 3.7 4.2 

April 25-May 15, 2018 2 South 4.4 5.1 

Table 1: Instrument deployment periods, locations, and depths. 

Two different classes of Washington State Ferries vessels, the Jumbo and the Jumbo 

Mark II, were operated on the Edmonds-Kingston route during instrument deployment. 

The Jumbo class vessels M/V Spokane & M/V Walla Walla have displacements of approx-

imately 4860 long tons each, and the Jumbo Mark II class vessel M/V Puyallup has a 

displacement of 6184 long tons. The vessels are double-ended, with symmetric propulsion 

systems and boarding ramps on each end, allowing the vessels to arrive and depart at the 

terminal without changing orientation. Propeller wash is directed along the slip, as the 
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slip-facing propeller is active for braking on arrivals and propulsion on departures. 

In order to calculate the turbulent stress exerted on the bed during vessel arrivals 

or departures, we use Reynolds’ decomposition to split the axial, cross-bridge and vertical 

velocity components measured by the near-bed ADVs into a mean fow and a perturbation 

such that 

0ui = ui + u (1)i 

where ui is the total value of a velocity component in one of three orthogonal directions, ui 

is the mean fow, and u0 i is the perturbation velocity. ui is taken to be the low-pass fltered 

velocity used in smoothing the profle to detect events, and thus u0i may be calculated such 

that u0 i = ui − ui. 

Wash detection 

Vessel wash periods are identifed in the measurement record based on observed 

velocity peaks. A threshold in velocity of 50 cm/s was applied to the ADV data to de-

termine when a vessel arrives or departs the terminal. If, during a data collection burst, 

the velocity exceeds this threshold after the application of a moving median flter with a 2 

second window, this burst is marked as a vessel arrival or departure. An example of a data 

collection burst is shown in Figure 2. Overall, implementing the 50 cm/s threshold on data 

after using a low-pass flter results in the lowest number of false positives, i.e. instances of 

ambient conditions incorrectly labelled as arrival or departure events. 

Each detected event lasts 1-3 minutes, after which the vessel-induced velocity sig-

nature has diminished completely and quiescent conditions return (Figure 2). Partial events 
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may be observed when the instruments resume their data collection period after the begin-

ning of the arrival or departure, or if the instrument stops sampling before the end of the 

arrival or departure. As the initial burst of velocity is the strongest, a partial wake at the end 

of the data collection period could be labelled as an arrival or departure. A partial wake at 

the start of data collection is more likely not to be labelled an arrival or departure, as the 

initial burst of strong velocity occurs before the instruments have resumed data collection. 

Additionally, an exceedance of the threshold velocity observed by the ADV on one piling, 

but not the other, was marked as a vessel arrival or departure for both ADVs. 
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Figure 2: Example vessel arrival time series 

Figure 2: Example vessel arrival velocity time series (10 minutes total) from an entire data 

collection burst at the south piling of Slip 1. All periods are labelled. Both quiescent 

periods are shaded white, the wake period is shaded gold, the wash period is shaded green, 

and the cooldown period is shaded grey. Panel (a) shows the lateral velocity, (b) shows 

the axial velocity, and (c) shows the vertical velocity. Solid colored lines indicate mean 

velocity, while the grey shaded areas indicate the perturbations around this mean. 
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Turbulent stress calculations 

The Reynolds stress, τ , is the stress that is generated by turbulent fuctuating veloc-

ities, 

τ = ρu0 iu
0 (2)j 

where ρ is the density of the water. This formulation results from applying Reynolds’ 

decomposition to the Navier-Stokes equations, and assumes the turbulence is isotropic and 

the fow is steady. 

We calculate a mean Reynolds stress over the 30 seconds before and 120 seconds 

after the peak of the mean velocity time series during a burst, regardless of whether the 

mean velocity crosses the event threshold. This allows for the inclusion of the an entire 

arrival or departure in the calculation, and forces the number of data points in fully captured 

arrivals or departures and quiescent periods to be the same. Partially captured events have 

fewer data points, as the record will not extend for the full 30 or 120 seconds in backward 

or forward in time from the peak velocity. 
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OBSERVATIONAL PERIODS 

Each deployment lasted for an entire spring-neap tidal cycle, during which wind 

speeds varied between 0-15 m/s, with events of over 10 m/s lasting approximately 36 hours 

(Figure 3). Bed stress varies between 10-2 and 102 Pa (Figure 3). This variability is pri-

marily driven by vessel arrivals and departures, which are associated with bed stresses on 

average 100 times larger than quiescent conditions. The prolonged wind event at the end of 

the deployment period on Slip 1 is associated with a slight rise in the quiescent bed stress, 

but does not appear to have a strong infuence on the bed stress associated with arrivals 

and departures. Based on this observation we conclude that adjustments made by vessel 

operators during strong wind conditions do not signifcantly infuence the bed stress upon 

arrival or departure. 

10 



Figure 3: Climatological conditions and bed stress 

Figure 3: Climatological conditions time series during the deployment at Slip 1. Panel (a) 

shows wind speed; (b) shows tidal depth; (c) shows bed stress, with red points correspond-

ing to vessel arrivals and departures and black points corresponding to bursts with no vessel 

activity. 
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WASH CHARACTERIZATION 

Seabed velocity structure 

A typical arrival or departure event has four distinct phases (Figure 2). The frst 

and last are quiescent periods, in which background low fow conditions dominate. The 

second is the large mean velocity spike associated with the wake of the vessel (lasting 

approximately 10-20 seconds). The wake phase is highly coherent, with minimal turbulent 

fuctuations (lasting 30-60 seconds). The third phase is associated with the propeller wash 

of the vessel; the mean velocity is smaller and turbulent fuctuations are large (lasting 

approximately 1 minute). The last phase is a cool down period, over which time both the 

mean velocity and the turbulent fuctuations decay to quiescent levels. The largest mean 

velocities occur in the along-slip component, followed by the cross-slip component, and 

then the vertical component. 

In general, a higher value of maximum velocity during a data collection burst corre-

sponds to a higher bed stress (Figure 4). This is true for arrivals, departures, and quiescent 

periods. It is known that the propeller wash is the dominant source of turbulence close 

to a vessel, consistent with our result that the propeller wash contains larger fuctuations 

than the wake [Chin et al., 1996]. However, the positive correlation between the maximum 

velocity and the bed stress observed during a data collection burst implies that the speed of 

the wake and the turbulent intensity of the wash are linked. Thus, the initial velocity spike 

due to the wake of an arrival or departure does not directly cause high bed stress, but is 

instead associated with a larger bed stress due to the subsequent propeller wash. 

Maximum velocity for all vessel arrival and departures are shown as a histogram 
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Figure 4: Maximum filtered velocity and bed stress at the south piling of Slip 1 for full 

vessel arrivals and departures (red), partial arrivals and departures below the 

maximum velocity threshold (grey) and quiescent periods (black). The dotted black 

and red line indicates the 50 cm/s threshold for arrival and departure identification. 

for each slip and piling in Figure 5, and the mean and standard deviation of 

maximum velocity are shown for each slip and piling in Table 2. Slip 1 experiences 

lower maximum velocities, which is consistent with the greater depth of the ADVs and 

the seabed at Slip 1 than Slip 2. In general, maximum velocities do not exceed 1.75 m/ 

s, but are 0.82 m/s on average for the shallower depths of Slip 2, where one standard 

deviation accounts for variability of 0.31 m/s, with daily occurrences of velocities close to 

1.5 m/s (Table 2). Note that the distributions are skewed right. At Slip 1, maximum 

velocities are on average 0.49 m/s, with daily occurrences of velocities close to 1 m/s. 

The standard deviation at slip 1 varies by a factor of two from the north to south piling. 

13 
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Figure 5: Maximum velocity histograms 

Figure 5: Histograms of maximum velocity during vessel arrivals and departures for each 

slip and piling. The histograms are normalized such that the y-axis indicates the daily 

frequency of each 0.1 m/s velocity bin. 
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Location Max Velocity (m/s) 

Slip Piling Mean St. Dev. ADV Depth (m) 

1 North 0.323 0.213 9.8 

1 South 0.655 0.416 5.9 

2 North 0.890 0.311 4.2 

2 South 0.752 0.325 5.1 

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of maximum velocity at both slips for both pilings, 

and sensor deployment depths relative to mean lower low water. 

We observe that maximum velocity at Slip 1 is lower than at Slip 2, which is con-

sistent with the depth at Slip 2 being shallower than Slip 1, resulting in the propeller being 

closer to the bed. However, binning the maximum velocity observed during each vessel 

arrival and departure in depth does not reveal a large trend within each site (Figure 6). In 

this calculation, the depth variability comes from the tidal range, as the ADV is at a greater 

depth at high water than low water. While it is likely that the relatively greater depth at Slip 

1 leads to lower maximum velocities at the seabed, this effect is diffcult to differentiate 

from the impact of bathymetry differences at each site. There does appear to be a small 

decrease of maximum velocity in depth at the south piling of each slip. The distributions 

of maximum velocity for the south pilings are also more similar than those for the north 

pilings, although the distribution for Slip 2 does not have as large a peak as the Slip 1 
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distribution (Figure 6). 

The example wake shown in Figure 2 shows periods of onshore (positive) and off-

shore (negative) velocity in the axial structure. These different fow directions could affect 

sediment transport processes in different ways, as offshore fow is directed downslope with 

respect to the seabed. Offshore fow could thus be more effective at transporting resus-

pended sediment from the seabed than onshore fow, as gravity and the current direction 

are co-aligned. The relative magnitude of the maximum offshore and onshore velocity 

for vessel arrivals and departures differs between the slips (Figure 7). At Slip 2, where the 

seabed slope is gentler, the maximum onshore velocity is larger than the maximum offshore 

velocity, indicating that the wake and wash is mostly dissipated as it propagates onshore. 

At Slip 1, however, the maximum onshore and offshore velocities are the same, indicating 

a signifcant refection of the wake and wash. This is likely due to the seabed cliff face at 

Slip 1, which is expected to locally refect the wake and wash. A similar process occurs 

when surface gravity waves break nearshore. Beaches with milder slopes refect less wave 

energy and are referred to as “dissipative" beaches, while beaches with steeper slopes re-

fect more wave energy and are referred to as “refective" beaches [Wright et al., 1979]. 

This more refective nature of the steeper Slip 1 bathymetry and the more dissipative nature 

of the milder Slip 2 bathymetry ft this framework, showing the importance of bathymetry 

in the wake and wash hydrodynamics. 
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Figure 6: Profiles of maximum velocity in depth 

Figure 6: Profles of the mean maximum velocity in 0.25 m steps of tidally varying depth 

bins at each slip and piling are shown in black. An upper limit for maximum velocity is 

given by the red line, which shows the velocity two standard deviations above the mean for 

a given bin. 
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Figure 7: Onshore and offshore velocity comparison 

Figure 7: Box plots of onshore and offshore maximum velocity for all vessel arrivals and 

departures at each slip and piling. The red line in the middle of each box shows the median, 

while the interquartile range is shown by the box edges. The whiskers indicate an extreme 

value, and red crosses above the whiskers indicate outliers. Outliers are determined by the 

Matlab boxplot function. Note that infrequent velocities above 2 m/s have not been shown. 
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Along-slip velocity structure 

Analysis of the laterally profling AD2CP data yields some insight into the along-

slip velocity structure. The AD2CPs were oriented so that their center beam was directed 

along-slip (toward the vessel), and therefore measures along-slip velocity. By applying 

the same vessel detection algorithm from the ADV data to the AD2CP dat, we obtain a 

measure of maximum velocity in each AD2CP bin for every vessel arrival and departure. 

Figure 8 shows the along-slip structure of this maximum velocity, which averages over all 

depth variability due to the tide. 

It is important to note that the structure of the measured along-slip velocity com-

ponent is not necessarily indicative of the principal wash velocity structure due to the con-

tributions of cross-slip and vertical velocities. This is especially true far from the AD2CP, 

where the wash is narrower and potentially constrained by the terminal’s wing walls. The 

complications due to the wash and beam geometry are visible as a decrease in velocity far 

from the AD2CP at the north piling of Slip 1 in Figure 8. 

Overall, the variability due to the along-slip structure is not large compared to the 

magnitude of the mean maximum velocity or the variability of the mean maximum velocity 

at each along-slip position. If we assume that maximum velocity and bottom stress have a 

similar spatial variation in the along-slip direction, the model developed in section can be 

applied at any along-slip distance to assess the bottom stress. 

19 
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Figure 8: Along-slip maximum velocity profiles 

Figure 8: Along-slip profle of the mean maximum velocity, taken as the average over all 

slips, pilings, and tidal depths. The bridge seat is located on the left, while the ferry arrives 

on the right. The shaded gray area indicates the approximate location of the pilings. The 

blue line indicates the AD2CP profle, with the shaded error bar indicating the approximate 

variability between slips and pilings. The red point indicates the mean maximum velocity 

for all ADV data, with the error bar indicating the approximate variability between all slips 

and pilings. 
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BED STRESS: DEPENDENCIES & IMPLICATIONS 

The bed stresses during vessel arrivals and departures vary in magnitude from ap-

proximately 1 to 100 Pa. Comparison of the wind and tidal records with the measured 

stresses (Figure 3) indicated that the variability in the stress is not explained by wind or 

tidal forcing. No signifcant correlations were found in a statistical comparison between 

wind, tides and stresses, confrming this result (not shown). We fnd that the difference 

in the bed stress associated with vessel arrivals and departures is the main driver of bed 

stress variability. Vessel arrivals are generally associated with lower bed stresses than ves-

sel departures (Table 3) at the south pilings of both slips, with similar stresses at the north 

pilings. The difference at the south pilings could be due to deceleration during arrivals 

being smaller than acceleration during departures and directionality of the propeller wash. 

This is discussed in section . 
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Location Mean Stresses (Pa) 

Slip Piling All Arrivals Departures ADV Depth (m) 

1 North 2.4 2.5 2.3 9.8 

1 South 4.5 4.0 5.0 5.9 

2 North 3.6 3.7 3.5 4.2 

2 South 3.4 3.0 3.7 5.1 

Table 3: Mean stresses at both slips for both pilings, and sensor deployment depths relative 

to mean lower low water. 

Depth dependence 

Vessel arrivals and departures occur at varying water levels as depth at the ferry 

terminal oscillates due to the tide,. Intuition would suggest that at lower water levels bed 

stress would be higher because the propeller is closer to the seabed. Indeed, vessel depar-

tures are associated with a strong relationship between bed stress and depth (Figure 9). Bed 

stress data were bin averaged by depth before ftting, disregarding depth bins with a low 

number of measurements. During vessel departures, tidal elevation is the primary source of 

variability in the observed bed stress; higher bed stresses occur at lower water levels (Fig-

ure 9). There is no observable relationship between bed stress and depth for vessel arrivals 

at either piling of either slip (not shown). It is possible that the high acceleration during 

departures advects the propeller wash to the seabed. During arrivals, however, the lower 
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deceleration results in a more diffusive process which results in the turbulence decaying to 

a consistent level before it reaches the seabed. 

Figure 9: Profiles of bed stress at varying depths for departures at Slip 1. The binned data 

is shown as colored points (red crosses for the north piling, blue circles for the south) and 

the fit is shown as a solid black line with an R2 value given in the legend. 

Vessel dependence 

Two different-sized classes of vessels operated during the measurement period; the 

Jumbo Mark II class M/V Puyallup has 50% higher displacement than the Jumbo class 

M/Vs Walla Walla and Spokane. As more thrust is necessary to change the speed of a larger 

vessel, it would follow that the acceleration and deceleration behaviors of different vessel 
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types are different. The disparity in vessel size results in higher bed stress during Puyallup 

arrivals than Spokane or Walla Walla arrivals (Figure 10). This relationship between dis-

placement and bed stress is not observed during vessel departures (not shown). Different 

acceleration and deceleration behaviors between arrivals and departures for different vessel 

classes could account for the lack of relationship between vessel size and bed stress upon 

vessel departure. It is important to note that the M/V Puyallup was used 80% less frequently 

than the M/V Spokane and M/V Walla Walla during the study period. 

Figure 10: Bed stress by vessel displacement, averaged over both pilings at each slip. 

Slip 1 values are shown by blue squares, Slip 2 values by red triangles. Whiskers show 

standard error bounds. Each vessel in a vessel class has the same displacement. The 

apparent small difference in displacement between slips is for legibility only and does 

not reflect actual differences in vessel displacement. 
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Sediment transport 

While the measurements do not include direct estimates of scour, it is worth con-

sidering how the observed stress magnitudes are expected to infuence the bed. We start 

by considering initiation of motion, based here on thresholds described, for example, in 

Shields [1936] and Julien [2010]. Initiation of sediment motion is a necessary condition 

for scour and thus constitutes a minimum threshold for the stress that can cause scour. The 

mean stress observed during vessel arrivals and departures is 3.5 Pa, large enough to move 

fne to medium gravel (∼ 8 mm diameter). The largest bed stresses observed are greater 

than 40 Pa, large enough to move very coarse gravel (∼ 5 cm diameter). The bed stresses 

during events vary between 1 and 100 Pa, while the stresses during quiescent periods are 

mostly lower than 0.5 Pa, moving very coarse sand (∼ 1 mm diameter) at maximum. The 

mean quiescent bed stress is 0.2 Pa, corresponding to the threshold stress for medium sand 

(∼ 0.25 mm diameter). This relationship between bed stress and particle size assumes a 

horizontal seabed, and so it is likely that larger particles will be more easily mobilized given 

the slope of the seabed, particularly for the cliff face at Slip 1. Thus, the large mean bed 

stresses during departures and arrivals are almost certainly strong enough to initiate motion 

among the small particles at the seabed, and the maximum stresses are large enough to 

initiate motion among the large cobbles embedded within the smaller particles. This could 

lead to two modes of erosion: the gradual erosion of smaller particles around an embedded 

larger cobble by average vessel-induced stresses until the cobble is able to fall away from 

the rest of the seabed, or the direct removal of cobbles by vessel-induced stresses close to 

the maximum observed. 
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Previous laboratory experiments on scour due to propeller washes have found that 

scour depends on many parameters, including the depth of the propeller, the distance be-

tween the propeller and the seabed, the grain size of the sediment at the seabed and the 

velocity of the propeller wash [Hong et al., 2013, Tan and Yuksel, 2018, Yuksel et al., 

2018]. Based on our analysis, we observe dependence on similar quantities: the water 

depth and the size of the vessel, which are analogous to the seabed-propeller distance and 

the initial velocity of the propeller wash, respectively. However, our analysis uses direct 

calculations of bed stress as opposed to the properties of the propeller wash jet used in the 

experimental studies of Yuksel et al. [2018]. 

Inter-piling and inter-slip variability 

Bed stress varies both between the pilings on a particular slip for a given arrival or 

departure, and between slips. In particular, stresses are slightly higher at Slip 1 than Slip 2 

(see Table 3). The average wash stresses at Slip 1 and Slip 2 are 4.8 and 3.8, respectively. 

This is opposite from expected trends, as the seabed (where the ADVs were located) is 

deeper at Slip 1 than at Slip 2, and thus father from the propeller. A different mechanism is 

necessary to explain the advection of propeller wash turbulence to the seabed at Slip 1 than 

at Slip 2. Since the two slips have different bathymetry, with Slip 1 having a shear cliff face 

and Slip 2 a gentle slope, we posit that the turbulence either self-advects down or refects off 

the cliff face. Such a process could result in more intense turbulence at the seabed at Slip 

1, leading in turn to higher bed stresses. This is consistent with the observed differences 

in the backwash velocity (section ), which indicated that there was more refection of the 
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propeller wash at Slip 1 than Slip 2. 

The bed stresses during vessel arrivals and departures at the south pilings of both 

slips are higher than at the north pilings (Table 3). This likely indicates that there is a 

southern preference in the direction of the propeller wash, as the higher stresses indicate 

that turbulence is more energetic at the south piling, and thus has not had as much time 

to diffuse. The lack of clarity in a signal between arrivals and departures at the north 

pilings support the conceptual picture of the propeller wash being directed at the south 

piling before diffusing to the north, as this could result in similar signals at the north piling 

due to diffusion of turbulence. A southerly directed wash would help explain the spatial 

pattern of erosion in the cliff face at Slip 1, as this directionality would cause stronger 

seabed erosion at the southern piling. The rotational direction of the vessels’ propellers 

might drive the propeller wash toward the south, resulting in these higher bed stresses. It 

is important to note that the large difference between the stresses at the south and north 

pilings at Slip 1 must be partially due to the large difference in water depth at those pilings, 

which resulted in the north piling ADV being 3.9 m deeper than the south piling ADV 

(Table 3). 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT & VALIDATION 

The overall objective of this work is to develop a predictive understanding for the 

scour due to ferry propeller wash. Our turbulence data show that the measured stress de-

pends strongly on the water depth and also on the lateral location of the measurement. This 

is consistent with a conceptual picture of the prop wash as a turbulent jet extending back 

from the vessel to the pilings, whose intensity decreases vertically and horizontally away 

from the main axis of the jet. Engineering jets are often modeled with a Gaussian structure 

that accounts for this shape. In order to generate a predictor for the scour potential due to 

bed stress from the prop wash, we ft our bed stress measurements to a Gaussian model. We 

choose vessel departures because departures are associated with higher stresses and show 

stronger spatial dependence. We are unable to ft the near-surface velocity structure due to 

our sensor depths. We assume the turbulent wash exhibits a Gaussian profle in depth and 

across-slip distance, as is common for turbulent jets. The wash can then be modeled by the 

equation 

 �2  �2y−y0 z−Dp− −σy σzτ = αe e , (3) 

where α is a constant source term in Pascals, y is across-slip distance, y0 is the across-

slip location of the maximum stress, σy is a measure of the spread of stress with across-slip 

distance z is the depth of the bed, Dp is the depth of the vessel propeller, and σz is a measure 

of the spread of stress with depth. The details of the model calculations are described in 

Appendix . 

Using this model allows us to determine the spatial characteristics of an average 
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vessel departure wash. The structure of the wash is governed by the spread parameters, 

σy and σz. These represent, in a physical sense, how strongly the turbulence advects and 

diffuses away from the propeller horizontally and vertically. The strength of the wash is 

governed by the source term α . The wash strength is independent of the wash geometry, 

and is thus a function of only vessel characteristics. For this model, we will ft α empiri-

cally. In reality, α likely depends on the force the vessel exerts on the water as it arrives 

at or departs the slip. Thus, this model gives insight into the strength of the wash and its 

across-slip spatial distribution between the two pilings. 

This model shows good skill at reproducing the stress profles at each piling, partic-

ularly for smaller depths. It captures the horizontal variability of the stress well, and does 

well vertically to approximately 9 m depth. Deeper than this, the model under-predicts the 

stress observed (Figure 11). It should be noted that the stresses observed for depths greater 

than 9 m come only from the north piling of Slip 1, at the bottom of the cliff face. It is 

possible that the discrepancy between the modeled and observed stress is a result of the 

bathymetry at this location; the stress may be enhanced due to self-advection of the turbu-

lence down the cliff face. Additionally, at higher positions in the water column, the model 

underpredicts the observed stress. This might indicate that the near-surface velocity does 

not decrease, as a Gaussian model would predict. 

This model may be used to predict the expected stress at different horizontal loca-

tions on the seabed, for different water depths. It does not depend on local bathymetry, and 

so it is portable to other Washington State Ferries terminals. Calibrated for other vessels, 

it could also provide information about scour potential in other ferry and vessel systems. 

It is important to note that this version of the model, with a constant α , is only valid when 
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Figure 11: Model results and validation 

Figure 11: (a) shows the spatial variability of model results as contours of constant stress 

(in Pa) and the depth profles of stress at each piling as a colored square (using the same 

color scale as the contours, shown by the color bar). Model stress contours are not shown 

above the minimum sensor depth. The grey shaded regions are the approximate locations 

of the pilings, and the black dashed line is the centerline of the slip. (b) shows the observed 

vs. modelled stresses at the south and north pilings. The dashed black line shows the 1:1 

line. 
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depth dependence is more important than vessel class dependence. When vessel class de-

pendence dominates, α will need to be changed to account for the infuence of the varying 

mass of the vessel. The observed differences in stress by vessel class were presented in 

section and Figure 10, which provide preliminary estimates of how much α might change 

between vessels of differing displacement. 

It is important to note that this model predicts bed stress, not scour. Predictions 

of scour require information about the seabed sediment in addition to the applied stress. 

Relationships between stress and scour may be developed for this or other sites based on 

observations of stress and scour taken over longer time periods, or may be adopted from 

studies of scour in rivers or other coastal settings. 
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MODEL APPLICATION 

Long term analysis 

The model developed in section can be applied to a time series of vessel arrival and 

departure information to assess the stress on the seabed of any vessel arrival or departure, 

and thus the cumulative stress on the seabed over a period of time. The bed stress during 

vessel departures can be found using the model, as long as the depth is known at the time 

of departure. During vessel arrivals, the bed stress can be parameterized as a function of 

vessel displacement, and can thus be found as long as the displacement of the arriving 

vessel is known. 

We applied the model to 9 years (2010-2019) of vessel arrival and departure logs 

from the Kingston ferry terminal provided by WSF and publicly available National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) tide gauge data at Kingston–Appletree Cove. 

We used the tidally modulated depth of the ADV at the south piling of each slip to pre-

dict stress during vessel departures. To predict stress for vessel arrivals, we parameterized 

stress as proportional to vessel displacement, with a variable constant of proportionality 

depending on the vessel class as discussed in section . These values are 8 × 10−4 and 

6.5× 10−4 Pa/long ton for Jumbo Mark II class vessels, such as the MV Puyallup, and 

Jumbo class vessels, such as the MV Walla Walla, respectively. We assumed that for other 

vessel classes, the average of these values (6.5× 10−4 Pa/long ton) would be an appropri-

ate scale factor, noting that most arrivals and departures during the period were Jumbo and 

Jumbo Mark II class vessels. Based on our conversations with WSF representatives, we 

assumed that the frst departure and last arrival of each day were at Slip 2, with all other 
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vessel arrivals and departures located at Slip 1. We assume a wash duration of 140 seconds, 

the window length of our calculation of stress from section . 

This model application yields a nearly linear cumulative stress over the course of 

the 9 year period, indicating that for longer time periods, the primary predictive factor of 

seabed stress is the frequency of vessel arrivals and departures at a given slip (Figure 12a). 

Thus, Slip 1 experiences more cumulative stress than Slip 2, as expected. On a daily time 

scale, there is variability in the stress caused by a given arrival or departure, but the linear 

trend of cumulative stress indicates that this variability can be taken as a constant on longer 

time scales (greater than one to two weeks). The average value of stress associated with 

this linear increase is 3.4 Pa, with a slightly smaller average stress on arrivals (3.1 Pa) 

than departures (3.7 Pa). The stresses predicted by the model are consistent with those we 

observed, although the constant stress parameterization for arrivals of a given vessel class 

results in the arrival stresses being considerably more narrow-banded than the departure 

stresses, which vary with depth (Figure 12b). 

Ground line stress 

It is important to consider the stress on the ground line when designing a solution 

to the scour problem at Kingston. If we assume that the wash does not decay signifcantly 

away from the propeller in the along-slip direction, as we show in section , we can apply 

the model at the seabed everywhere along a ground line for vessel departures. We use three 

ground lines for this analysis: the 2018 survey data for Slip 1 and Slip 2, and a proposed 

ground line at Slip 1 that flls in the region near the cliff face (Figure 13). The model dictates 
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Figure 12: Modelled cumulative stress and stress distribution over a 10-
year period 

Figure 12: (a) Prediction of cumulative stress for the years 2010-2019 using the model 

and trends in this report (blue indicates Slip 1, red indicates Slip 2); (b) Histograms of the 

predicted stress for arrivals and departures, normalized into a daily frequency of each 0.25 

Pa stress bin. 
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that the stress will increase when the bed is closer to the water surface (depth decreases). 

The model predicts that the fll groundline at Slip 1 will experience higher stresses than the 

current ground line by a factor of 3, at maximum. This increase must be taken into account 

when planning the type of sediment to be used in the fll. 

The ground line stress is strongly dependent on the specifc along-slip bathymetry 

profle. For example, Slip 1 has smaller stresses everywhere except by the cliff face near 

the pilings. Therefore, a lower fll line or different fll profle could reduce the stress on the 

fll. This balance of higher stress at shallower depth needs to be considered as a trade off 

with a more dissipative, milder slope. 

Our results do not directly include the effects of the bathymetry on the wash. In 

other words, the calculations for the fll profle are made based on the magnitude of the 

stress at each depth with the current bathymetry. It is reasonable to believe that the stresses 

may change when the bathymetry is changed. A full hydrodynamic model is necessary to 

make these predictions properly, but some insight can be gained based on our comparison 

of Slips 1 and 2. In general, the speed will increase as the depth decreases to conserve the 

fow rate of the wash. Between Slips 1 and 2 the decrease of average depth by 3.2 m results 

in an increase in the maximum velocity of 30 cm/s. The proposed groundline represents a 

reduction in the average depth in the region 10m in front of the piling by 70%. Based on 

the Slip 1 and Slip 2 comparison one might expect an increase in the average velocity of 

approximately 60 cm/s. Stress is related to maximum velocity (see Figure 4), so this might 

result in an increase in stress. It is important to note that the higher maximum velocities at 

Slip 2 are associated with lower stress. This may be due to a shorter wash duration as the 

wash propogates by the pilings, as opposed to refecting off the cliff face at Slip 1. 
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Figure 13: Ground line depth and stress 

Figure 13: Along-slip profles of (a) ground line, for Slip 1 (current and proposed) and Slip 

2, and (b) stress at the groundline calculated using the model from section . Shaded error 

bars indicate one half of the standard deviation of stress (mean of the two pilings) observed 

at each slip. 
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SUMMARY 

Extreme scour at the Kingston ferry terminal is likely caused by ferry arrivals and 

departures, which lead to high near-bed velocities and stresses at the end of the terminal. 

Our study uses state-of-the-art velocity measurements to characterize the vessel wake and 

wash structure and form a predictive model based on the dependencies of near-bed velocity 

and stress. 

During vessel arrivals and departures, maximum near-bed velocities exceed 1 m/s 

multiple times each day. These maximum velocities vary from slip to slip and piling to 

piling, indicating that the vessel wake and wash structure is complex and infuenced by local 

bathymetry. The onshore and offshore components of the maximum along-slip velocity is 

also different between the two slips, as the milder slope of Slip 2 dissipates the wake and 

wash energy, while the steeper slope of Slip 1 refects it. 

Vessel arrivals and departures cause high bed stresses at the seabed of both slips at 

the Kingston, WA ferry terminal. These bed stresses are ∼ 100× larger than background 

stresses due to the turbulent nature of the ferry propeller wash. Furthermore, vessel depar-

tures have higher associated bed stresses than vessel arrivals, and vessel departures at lower 

tidal stages cause higher bed stress than those at higher tidal stages. The higher stress upon 

vessel departure is likely due to larger accelerations during departure than arrival. Vessel 

arrivals do not show a depth dependence, but larger vessel displacement is associated with 

higher bed stress during arrivals. Thus, the largest vessel-infuenced bed stresses occur 

during vessel departures at low water, and the lowest vessel-infuenced bed stresses occur 

during the arrivals of smaller vessels. An empirical model of bed stress during departures 
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replicates this behavior. 

Applying this empirical model to 9 years of vessel activity and tide data yields a 

nearly linear increase in cumulative stress during this time period, with an average stress 

of 3.4 Pa. We therefore conclude that for long time scales, vessel frequency is the most 

important factor in predicting erosion. We also use the model to calculate stress at the 

ground line of each slip, including a proposed Slip 1 bathymetry. We fnd that flling in the 

scour hole and cliff face at Slip 1 will cause the stress on the seabed to increase by a factor 

of 3 as the depth decreases. 

Effective modifcations to slip 1 would fll the scour hole and cliff face, with at least 

the top layer of this fll composed of large (> 5 cm) cobbles. These will be diffcult to 

mobilize. We fnd that the seabed angle has an impact on whether an incoming wash is 

refected or dissipated, and so this fll would ideally be at as close to the angle of Slip 2 

as possible in order to more effectively dissipate the wash. We fnd that vessel frequency 

is the most important driver of cumulative seabed stress, and so an equal redistribution of 

vessel arrivals and departures between Slips 1 and 2 would lessen the load on slip 1 . 
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APPENDIX: MODEL METHODS 

The model in equation 3 is separable into y and z equations, such that a regression 

can be performed with respect to both across-slip distance and depth in a log-linear sense. 

We use the ADV data to perform this regression, combining measurements from both slips 

to produce a profle of stress with depth for the south and north pilings. The spread between 

the pilings is approximately 8 m, and so the north and south pilings have a position of 4 

and -4 m respectively. This coordinate system places the origin in the center of the bridge 

span at the water surface. We frst ft α and σz using the z term and the ADV depth and bed 

stress data. We then take into account this value of α to ft σy to the the piling positions 

and ADV ved stress data, forcing the intercept of the across-slip ft through the origin. 

The parameters Dp and y0 are not addressed by the ft, and must be chosen manually. Dp 

would be equal to the depth of the propeller for a model of stress at the propeller’s location, 

but since the pilings are located shoreward of the propeller, we take Dp as equal to the 

depth of maximum stress in the south piling stress profle, Dp = 5 m. y0 must be negative 

(closer to the south piling) because of the higher stresses and correlations with depth at the 

south pilings, and so we choose a y0 such that the model fts the calculated stress profles 

reasonably well, y0 = −1 m (Figure 11). We further observe that the ftted value of σy 

underpredicts the spread seen between the depth profles at each piling. In Figure 11, we 

multiply σy by a factor of 2, which compensates for this difference. We thus calculate 

α = 4.4 Pa, σy = 13.1 m, and σz = 3.9 m. 
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	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
	Objectives 
	Objectives 
	In recent years, severe scour at the Kingston ferry terminal has caused concern for terminal safety,asan undersea clifffaceatSlip1hasmigrated shorewardand throughthe bridge seat towards the onshore trestle structure. In this work we examine the infuence of vessel propeller wash on erosion by characterizing the vessel wake and wash structure, and developing a predictive model of seabed stress, the dynamical quantity that leads to erosion. 

	Observations 
	Observations 
	We used state-of-the-art oceanographic instruments to measure velocity and turbulent bottom stress at the seabed and along the length of each of the twoslips at the Kingston ferry terminalduringvesselarrivalsand departures.Wedevelopan empiricalmodelforbed stress basedonthethe observedturbulent stressesandapplyittoa9yearlonglong record of vessel activity and tidal stage. 
	-


	Results 
	Results 
	Vessel arrivals and departures are associated with 10− 30× larger velocities and 10 − 100× larger stresses than ambient conditions. The wake and wash structure is affectedbythedifferencesin bathymetry betweenSlip1andSlip2, particularlythe steeper slope at Slip 1. Different variables infuence the magnitude of bed stresses on arrivals and 
	-

	departures. During departures, higher bed stresses occur at lower depths (due to tidal vari
	-

	ability), while on arrivals, higher bed stresses are primarily associated with larger vessels arriving at the terminal. 

	Conclusions 
	Conclusions 
	Our model shows that over time periods longer than one to two weeks, the most important driver of cumulative seabed stress is the frequencyof vessel activity. The stress on the seabed during departures can be infuenced by changing the seabed elevation, and we show that flling the scour hole at Slip1is likely to cause an increase in seabed stress. This must be taken into account when choosing a sediment grain size to use for fll. 


	INTRODUCTION 
	INTRODUCTION 
	The Kingston ferry terminal,in Kingston,WA(USA), hasexperienced rapid erosion in recent years. A steep drop at one of the slips has shifted shoreward, leading to erosion mitigation efforts. This work investigates the role of ferry-generated turbulence in causing this erosion. Specifcally, we determine the magnitude of the bed stresses caused by ferry arrivals and departures compared to quiescent periods, and the dependencies of this ferry-induced bed stress on tidal, climatological and vessel properties. 
	-

	The objective of our work is to characterize the ferry propeller wash in order to developa modelto better predict scouratferry terminals. We accomplishthisusinghigh resolution measurements of turbulence at the seabed at both slips of the Kingston ferry terminal, leveraging dependencies on seabed depth, and vessel characteristics to simplify the model.Wethenapplythemodeltoa9-yeartime seriesofvesselactivityandtidalstage data, as well as various along-slip profles of seabed elevation. 
	Scour,or erosion nearasubmerged structure,isaproblem inherentto marine infrastructure[Chinetal.,1996, Hamilletal.,1998,Yukseletal.,2012,TanandYuksel,2018]. Scour occurs when turbulence near the seabed is enhanced around submerged structures, leading to local erosion. In the case of a bridge pile, this normally leads to a scour hole aroundthepile, compromisingthe embedmentofthepile[TanandYuksel,2018]. Scour due to propeller wash has been found to be a function of the wash velocity, the sediment grain size, t
	-

	Largevessels such as ferries create bothawake anda propellerwash, twohydrody
	-

	Figure 1. Experimental setup and erosion time series 
	Figure
	Figure 1: Experimental setup&bed elevation time series at Kingston ferry terminal,WA. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	shows the instruments as deployed at both slips, with yellow dots corresponding to Acoustic Doppler Current Proflers at mid-depth on both bridge seat pilings, and green dots corresponding to Acoustic DopplerVelocimeters at the bottom of the same pilings; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	shows the relative positions of Slip1 and Slip2 (circled in orange); (c) shows time seriesof erosion near the bridge seatof Slip1(blue) and Slip2(red). 


	namic features that may contribute to scour at a ferry terminal. The vessel wake is a wave 
	that radiates away from the vessel, while the propeller wash is turbulence generated by the vessel’s propeller [Chin et al., 1996]. As a wave, the vessel wake is a smoother feature than the wash’s inherently turbulent nature. The passage of a vessel involves both of these processes, and both can lead to scour [Chin et al., 1996, Hong et al., 2013]. 

	RESEARCH APPROACH & PROCEDURES 
	RESEARCH APPROACH & PROCEDURES 
	Observational methods 
	Observational methods 
	MeasurementsweremadeattheWashingtonState Ferries, KingstonFerryTerminal on the Puget Sound (Figure 1). The Kingston terminal has two slips. Slip 1, to the north, receives the mostvessel traffc and hasdevelopeda sharp cliffface directly underneath its bridge seat (Figure 1c). The sharp cliffface has eroded further shoreward on the south side of the slip than on the north side of the slip. Slip 2, to the south, has a gentler, more consistent seabed slope, and receives lessvessel traffc (Figure 1c). The Kingst
	-

	Instrumentation packages were deployed at Slip1from March 15-28, 2018, and at Slip2from April 25-May15, 2018(Table1) . These instrumentation packages included two NorTek Vector Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVs) mounted to the base of the north and south bridge seat piles, and two NorTek Signature 1000 Acoustic Doppler 2nd generation Current Proflers (AD2CPs) mounted to the north and south bridge seat piles facing the offshore end of the slip (Figure 1). The ADVs measure velocity at a single point close t
	o 

	Thedeploymentdepthofeach instrumentvaries slightlyfromsliptoslipandpiling to piling. The instruments collected datain 512 secondbursts followedby 208 seconds of no collection, for a total cycle time of 12 minutes. During the period of time when a 
	Thedeploymentdepthofeach instrumentvaries slightlyfromsliptoslipandpiling to piling. The instruments collected datain 512 secondbursts followedby 208 seconds of no collection, for a total cycle time of 12 minutes. During the period of time when a 
	slip was instrumented, ferry traffc was redirected to that slip when possible. The analysis presented in this paper focused on the ADVdata. 

	Table
	TR
	Location 
	Sensor Depths (m) 

	Dates 
	Dates 

	TR
	Slip 
	Piling 
	AD2CP 
	ADV 


	March 15-28, 2018 1 North 5.6 9.8 
	March 15-28, 2018 1 South 5 5.9 April 25-May 15, 2018 2 North 3.7 4.2 April 25-May 15, 2018 2 South 4.4 5.1 
	Table 1: Instrument deployment periods, locations, and depths. 
	Twodifferent classesofWashington State Ferriesvessels,the Jumboandthe Jumbo Mark II, were operated on the Edmonds-Kingston route during instrument deployment. The Jumbo class vessels M/V Spokane &M/V Walla Walla have displacements of approximately 4860 long tons each, and the Jumbo Mark II class vessel M/V Puyallup has a displacement of 6184 long tons. The vessels are double-ended, with symmetric propulsion systems and boarding ramps on each end, allowing the vessels to arrive and depart at the terminal wit
	Twodifferent classesofWashington State Ferriesvessels,the Jumboandthe Jumbo Mark II, were operated on the Edmonds-Kingston route during instrument deployment. The Jumbo class vessels M/V Spokane &M/V Walla Walla have displacements of approximately 4860 long tons each, and the Jumbo Mark II class vessel M/V Puyallup has a displacement of 6184 long tons. The vessels are double-ended, with symmetric propulsion systems and boarding ramps on each end, allowing the vessels to arrive and depart at the terminal wit
	-

	slip-facing propeller is active for braking on arrivals and propulsion on departures. 

	In order to calculate the turbulent stress exerted on the bed during vessel arrivals or departures, we use Reynolds’ decomposition to split the axial, cross-bridge and vertical velocity components measured by the near-bed ADVs into a mean fow and a perturbation such that 
	0
	ui = + u(1)
	ui 

	i 
	where ui is the totalvalueofavelocity componentin oneof three orthogonal directions, is the mean fow, and uis the perturbation velocity. is taken to be the low-pass fltered velocity used in smoothing the profle to detect events, and thus u0i may be calculated such that u= ui − . 
	ui 
	0 
	i 
	ui 
	0 
	i 
	ui


	Wash detection 
	Wash detection 
	Vessel wash periods are identifed in the measurement record based on observed velocity peaks. A threshold in velocity of 50 cm/s was applied to the ADV data to determine whenavessel arrives or departs the terminal. If, duringa data collectionburst, thevelocityexceeds this threshold after the applicationofa moving median flter witha2 secondwindow,thisburstismarkedasavesselarrivalor departure.Anexampleofadata collectionburstisshowninFigure2.Overall, implementingthe50cm/s threshold ondata after usingalow-pass 
	-

	Each detected event lasts 1-3 minutes, after which the vessel-induced velocity signaturehas diminished completelyand quiescent conditions return (Figure2).Partialevents 
	Each detected event lasts 1-3 minutes, after which the vessel-induced velocity signaturehas diminished completelyand quiescent conditions return (Figure2).Partialevents 
	-

	may be observed when the instruments resume their data collection period after the beginning of the arrival or departure, or if the instrument stops sampling before the end of the arrivalor departure.Asthe initialburstofvelocityisthe strongest,a partialwakeattheend ofthedata collectionperiodcouldbelabelledasanarrivalor departure.Apartialwakeat the start of data collection is more likely not to be labelled an arrival or departure, as the initialburstof strongvelocity occurs before the instrumentshave resumed
	-


	Figure 2: Example vessel arrival time series 
	Figure
	Figure 2: Example vessel arrival velocity time series (10 minutes total) from an entire data collection burst at the south piling of Slip 1. All periods are labelled. Both quiescent periods are shaded white, the wake period is shaded gold, the wash period is shaded green, and the cooldown period is shaded grey. Panel (a) shows the lateral velocity, (b) shows the axial velocity, and (c) shows the vertical velocity. Solid colored lines indicate mean velocity, while the greyshaded areas indicate the perturbati

	Turbulent stress calculations 
	Turbulent stress calculations 
	The Reynolds stress, τ,is the stress thatis generatedby turbulent fuctuatingvelocities, τ = ρ(2)
	-
	u
	0 
	i
	u
	0 

	j 
	where ρ is the density of the water. This formulation results from applying Reynolds’ decomposition to the Navier-Stokes equations, and assumes the turbulence is isotropic and the fow is steady. 
	We calculate a mean Reynolds stress over the 30 seconds before and 120 seconds after the peakof the meanvelocity time series duringaburst, regardlessof whether the mean velocity crosses the event threshold. This allows for the inclusion of the an entire arrival or departure in the calculation, and forces the number of data points in fully captured arrivals or departures and quiescent periods to be the same. Partially captured events have fewer data points, as the record will not extend for the full 30 or 12


	OBSERVATIONAL PERIODS 
	OBSERVATIONAL PERIODS 
	Each deployment lasted for an entire spring-neap tidal cycle, during which wind speedsvaried between0-15m/s,witheventsofover10m/slasting approximately36hours (Figure 3). Bed stress varies between 10and 10Pa (Figure 3). This variability is primarily driven by vessel arrivals and departures, which are associated with bed stresses on average100timeslargerthan quiescent conditions.The prolongedwindeventattheendof the deployment period on Slip1is associated witha slight risein the quiescent bed stress, but does 
	-2 
	2 
	-

	Figure 3: Climatological conditions and bed stress 
	Figure
	Figure 3: Climatological conditions time series during the deployment at Slip 1. Panel (a) shows wind speed; (b) shows tidal depth; (c) shows bed stress, with red points correspondingtovesselarrivalsand departuresandblackpoints correspondingtoburstswithnovessel activity. 
	-


	WASH CHARACTERIZATION 
	WASH CHARACTERIZATION 
	Seabed velocity structure 
	Seabed velocity structure 
	A typical arrival or departure event has four distinct phases (Figure 2). The frst and last are quiescent periods, in which background low fow conditions dominate. The second is the large mean velocity spike associated with the wake of the vessel (lasting approximately 10-20 seconds). The wake phase is highly coherent, with minimal turbulent fuctuations (lasting 30-60 seconds). The third phase is associated with the propeller wash of the vessel; the mean velocity is smaller and turbulent fuctuations are lar
	In general,a highervalueof maximumvelocity duringa data collectionburst corresponds to a higher bed stress (Figure 4). This is true for arrivals, departures, and quiescent periods. It is known that the propeller wash is the dominant source of turbulence close to a vessel, consistent with our result that the propeller wash contains larger fuctuations than the wake [Chin et al., 1996]. However, the positive correlation between the maximum velocityandthebed stress observedduringadata collectionburstimpliesthat
	-

	Maximum velocity for all vessel arrival and departures are shown as a histogram 
	Maximum velocity for all vessel arrival and departures are shown as a histogram 
	Figure 4: Maximum filtered velocity and bed stress at the south piling of Slip1 for full vessel arrivals and departures (red), partial arrivals and departures below the maximum velocity threshold (grey) and quiescent periods (black). The dotted black and red line indicates the 50 cm/s threshold for arrival and departure identification. 

	Figure
	for each slip and piling in Figure 5, and the mean and standard deviation of maximum velocity are shown for each slip and piling in Table 2. Slip 1 experiences lower maximum velocities, which is consistent with the greater depth of the ADVs and s, but are 0.82 m/s on average for the shallower depths of Slip 2, where one standard deviation accounts for variability of 0.31 m/s, with daily occurrences of velocities close to 
	the seabedatSlip1thanSlip2.In general, maximum velocitiesdonot exceed1.75m/ 

	1.5 m/s (Table 2). Note that the distributions are skewed right. At Slip 1, maximum velocities are on average 0.49 m/s, with daily occurrences of velocities close to 1 m/s. The standard deviationatslip1variesbyafactoroftwofromthenorthtosouthpiling. 
	Figure 5: Maximum velocity histograms 
	Figure
	Figure 5: Histograms of maximum velocity during vessel arrivals and departures for each slip and piling. The histograms are normalized such that the y-axis indicates the daily frequencyof each 0.1 m/s velocity bin. 
	Location 
	Location 
	Location 
	Max Velocity (m/s) 

	Slip 
	Slip 
	Piling 
	Mean 
	St. Dev. 
	ADVDepth (m) 

	1 
	1 
	North 
	0.323 
	0.213 
	9.8 

	1 
	1 
	South 
	0.655 
	0.416 
	5.9 

	2 
	2 
	North 
	0.890 
	0.311 
	4.2 

	2 
	2 
	South 
	0.752 
	0.325 
	5.1 


	Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of maximum velocity at both slips for both pilings, and sensor deployment depths relative to mean lower low water. 
	We observe that maximumvelocityatSlip1islower thanatSlip2, whichis consistentwiththedepthatSlip2being shallowerthanSlip1, resultinginthe propellerbeing closer to the bed. However, binning the maximum velocity observed during each vessel arrival and departure in depth does not reveal a large trend within each site (Figure 6). In this calculation,thedepthvariability comesfromthetidalrange,astheADVisatagreater depthathighwaterthanlowwater. Whileitislikelythatthe relatively greaterdepthatSlip 1 leadstolower max
	We observe that maximumvelocityatSlip1islower thanatSlip2, whichis consistentwiththedepthatSlip2being shallowerthanSlip1, resultinginthe propellerbeing closer to the bed. However, binning the maximum velocity observed during each vessel arrival and departure in depth does not reveal a large trend within each site (Figure 6). In this calculation,thedepthvariability comesfromthetidalrange,astheADVisatagreater depthathighwaterthanlowwater. Whileitislikelythatthe relatively greaterdepthatSlip 1 leadstolower max
	-

	distribution (Figure 6). 

	Theexamplewakeshownin Figure2shows periodsof onshore (positive)andoffshore (negative) velocity in the axial structure. These different fow directions could affect sediment transportprocessesindifferentways,asoffshorefowis directeddownslope with respect to the seabed. Offshore fow could thus be more effective at transporting resuspended sediment from the seabed than onshore fow, as gravity and the current direction are co-aligned. The relative magnitude of the maximum offshore and onshore velocity for vessel
	-
	-
	-

	Figure 6: Profiles of maximum velocity in depth 
	Figure
	Figure 6: Profles of the mean maximum velocity in 0.25 m steps of tidally varying depth bins at each slip and piling are shown in black. An upper limit for maximum velocity is givenbythered line, whichshowsthevelocitytwo standarddeviationsabovethe meanfor a given bin. 
	Figure 7: Onshore and offshore velocity comparison 
	Figure
	Figure 7: Box plots of onshore and offshore maximum velocity for all vessel arrivals and departures at each slip and piling. The red line in the middle of each box shows the median, while the interquartile range is shown by the box edges. The whiskers indicate an extreme value, and red crosses above the whiskers indicate outliers. Outliers are determined by the Matlab boxplot function.Notethat infrequentvelocitiesabove2m/shavenotbeenshown. 

	Along-slip velocity structure 
	Along-slip velocity structure 
	Analysis of the laterally profling AD2CP data yields some insight into the along-slip velocity structure. The AD2CPs were oriented so that their center beam was directed along-slip (toward the vessel), and therefore measures along-slip velocity. By applying the same vessel detection algorithm from the ADV data to the AD2CP dat, we obtain a measure of maximum velocity in each AD2CP bin for every vessel arrival and departure. Figure8showsthe along-slip structureofthismaximumvelocity,whichaveragesoverall depth
	It is important to note that the structure of the measured along-slip velocity component is not necessarily indicative of the principal wash velocity structure due to the contributionsof cross-slipandverticalvelocities. Thisis especially truefar fromthe AD2CP, where the wash is narrower and potentially constrained by the terminal’s wing walls. The complicationsduetothewashandbeam geometryare visibleasa decreaseinvelocityfar fromthe AD2CPatthe north pilingofSlip1in Figure8. 
	-
	-

	Overall, the variability due to the along-slip structure is not large compared to the magnitudeofthe mean maximumvelocityorthevariabilityofthe mean maximumvelocity we assume thatmaximumvelocity and bottom stresshavea similar spatial variation in the along-slip direction, the model developed in section can be applied at anyalong-slip distance to assess the bottom stress. 
	at eachalong-slip position.If 

	Figure 8: Along-slip maximum velocity profiles 
	Figure
	Figure 8: Along-slip profle of the mean maximum velocity, taken as the average over all slips, pilings, and tidal depths. The bridge seat is located on the left, while the ferry arrives on the right. The shaded gray area indicates the approximate location of the pilings. The blue line indicates the AD2CP profle, with the shaded error bar indicating the approximate variability between slips and pilings. The red point indicates the mean maximum velocity forallADVdata,withthe errorbar indicatingthe approximate


	BED STRESS: DEPENDENCIES & IMPLICATIONS 
	BED STRESS: DEPENDENCIES & IMPLICATIONS 
	The bed stresses during vessel arrivals and departures vary in magnitude from approximately 1 to 100 Pa. Comparison of the wind and tidal records with the measured stresses (Figure 3) indicated that the variability in the stress is not explained by wind or tidal forcing. No signifcant correlations were found in a statistical comparison between wind, tides and stresses, confrming this result (not shown). We fnd that the difference in the bed stress associated with vessel arrivals and departures is the main d
	-
	-

	Location Mean Stresses (Pa) 
	Slip Piling All Arrivals Departures ADVDepth (m) 
	1 North 2.4 2.5 2.3 9.8 1 South 4.5 4.0 5.0 5.9 2 North 3.6 3.7 3.5 4.2 2 South 3.4 3.0 3.7 5.1 
	Table 3: Mean stresses at both slips for both pilings, and sensor deployment depths relative to mean lower low water. 
	Depth dependence 
	Depth dependence 
	Vessel arrivals and departures occur at varying water levels as depth at the ferry terminal oscillates due to the tide,. Intuition would suggest that at lower water levels bed stress would be higher because the propeller is closer to the seabed. Indeed, vessel departuresare associatedwithastrong relationship betweenbed stressanddepth(Figure9).Bed stress data were bin averaged by depth before ftting, disregarding depth bins with a low numberof measurements. Duringvessel departures, tidalelevationisthe primar
	-
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	deceleration results in a more diffusive process which results in the turbulence decaying to 
	a consistent level before it reaches the seabed. 
	Figure
	Figure 9: Profiles of bed stress at varying depths for departures at Slip 1. The binned data is shown as colored points (red crosses for the north piling, blue circles for the south) and the fitis shown asa solid black line with an Rvalue given in the legend. 
	2 


	Vessel dependence 
	Vessel dependence 
	Two different-sized classes of vessels operated during the measurement period; the Jumbo Mark II class M/V Puyallup has 50% higher displacement than the Jumbo class M/Vs Walla Walla and vessel, it would follow that the acceleration and deceleration behaviors of different vessel 
	Two different-sized classes of vessels operated during the measurement period; the Jumbo Mark II class M/V Puyallup has 50% higher displacement than the Jumbo class M/Vs Walla Walla and vessel, it would follow that the acceleration and deceleration behaviors of different vessel 
	Spokane.As more thrustis necessarytochangethespeedofalarger 

	types are different. The disparity in vessel size results in higher bed stress during Puyallup arrivals than Spokane or Walla Walla arrivals (Figure 10). This relationship between displacement and bed stress is not observed during vessel departures (not shown). Different acceleration and deceleration behaviors between arrivals and departures for differentvessel classes could account for the lack of relationship between vessel size and bed stress upon vessel departure. It is important to note that theM/V Puy
	-


	Figure
	Figure 10: Bed stress by vessel displacement, averaged over both pilings at each slip. Slip1 values are shownby blue squares, Slip2 valuesby red triangles. Whiskers show standard error bounds. Each vessel in a vessel class has the same displacement. The apparent small difference in displacement between slips is for legibility only and does not reflect actual differences in vessel displacement. 
	Figure 10: Bed stress by vessel displacement, averaged over both pilings at each slip. Slip1 values are shownby blue squares, Slip2 valuesby red triangles. Whiskers show standard error bounds. Each vessel in a vessel class has the same displacement. The apparent small difference in displacement between slips is for legibility only and does not reflect actual differences in vessel displacement. 



	Sediment transport 
	Sediment transport 
	While the measurements do not include direct estimates of scour, it is worth considering how the observed stress magnitudes are expected to infuence the bed. We start by considering initiation of motion, based here on thresholds described, for example, in Shields [1936] and Julien [2010]. Initiation of sediment motion is a necessary condition for scour and thus constitutesa minimumthreshold for the stress that can cause scour. The mean stress observedduringvesselarrivalsand departuresis3.5Pa,largeenoughtomo
	-

	Previous laboratory experiments on scour due to propeller washes have found that scour depends on manyparameters, including the depth of the propeller, the distance between the propeller and the seabed, the grain size of the sediment at the seabed and the velocity of the propeller wash [Hong et al., 2013, Tan and Yuksel, 2018, Yuksel et al., 2018]. Based on our analysis, we observe dependence on similar quantities: the water depth and the size of the vessel, which are analogous to the seabed-propeller dista
	-


	Inter-piling and inter-slip variability 
	Inter-piling and inter-slip variability 
	Bed stress varies both between the pilings on a particular slip for a given arrival or departure, and between slips. In particular, stresses are slightly higher at Slip1than Slip2 (seeTable3). Theaveragewash stressesatSlip1andSlip2 are4.8and3.8, respectively. This is opposite from expected trends, as the seabed (where the ADVs were located) is deeperatSlip1thanatSlip2,andthusfatherfromthe propeller.Adifferent mechanismis necessarytoexplaintheadvectionof propellerwash turbulencetothe seabedatSlip1than atSlip
	Bed stress varies both between the pilings on a particular slip for a given arrival or departure, and between slips. In particular, stresses are slightly higher at Slip1than Slip2 (seeTable3). Theaveragewash stressesatSlip1andSlip2 are4.8and3.8, respectively. This is opposite from expected trends, as the seabed (where the ADVs were located) is deeperatSlip1thanatSlip2,andthusfatherfromthe propeller.Adifferent mechanismis necessarytoexplaintheadvectionof propellerwash turbulencetothe seabedatSlip1than atSlip
	propellerwashatSlip1thanSlip2. 

	The bed stresses during vessel arrivals and departures at the south pilings of both slips are higher than at the north pilings (Table 3). This likely indicates that there is a southern preference in the direction of the propeller wash, as the higher stresses indicate that turbulence is more energetic at the south piling, and thus has not had as much time to diffuse. The lack of clarity in a signal between arrivals and departures at the north pilings support the conceptual picture of the propeller wash being


	MODEL DEVELOPMENT & VALIDATION 
	MODEL DEVELOPMENT & VALIDATION 
	The overall objective of this work is to develop a predictive understanding for the scour due to ferry propeller wash. Our turbulence data show that the measured stress depends stronglyonthewaterdepthandalsoonthe lateral locationofthe measurement. This is consistent with a conceptual picture of the prop wash as a turbulent jet extending back from the vessel to the pilings, whose intensity decreases vertically and horizontally away from the main axis of the jet. Engineering jets are often modeled witha Gauss
	-
	bed stressfromthepropwash,weftourbed stress measurementstoa Gaussian model.We 
	stronger spatial dependence.We are unabletoftthe near-surfacevelocity structuredueto 

	 . .
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	z−Dp
	y−y0 

	−−
	σy 
	σz

	τ = αee , (3) 
	where α isa constant source terminPascals, y is across-slip distance, y0 is the across-slip location of the maximum stress, σy isa measureofthe spreadof stress with across-slip distance z is the depth of the bed, Dp isthedepthofthevessel propeller,and σz isameasure of the spread of stress with depth. The details of the model calculations are described in Appendix . 
	Using this model allows us to determine the spatial characteristics of an average 
	Using this model allows us to determine the spatial characteristics of an average 
	vessel departure wash. The structure of the wash is governed by the spread parameters, σy and σz. These represent, in a physical sense, how strongly the turbulence advects and diffuses away from the propeller horizontally and vertically. The strength of the wash is governed by the source term α. The wash strength is independent of the wash geometry, and is thus a function of only vessel characteristics. For this model, we will ftα empirically. In reality, α likely depends on the force the vessel exerts on t
	-


	This model shows good skill at reproducing the stress profles at each piling, particularly for smaller depths. It captures the horizontal variability of the stress well, and does wellverticallyto approximately9 mdepth.Deeperthanthis,themodelunder-predictsthe stress observed (Figure 11). It should be noted that the stresses observed for depths greater than9 m comeonly fromthe north pilingofSlip1,atthe bottomofthe cliffface. Itis possible that the discrepancy between the modeled and observed stress is a resul
	-
	-

	This model may be used to predict the expected stress at different horizontal locations on the seabed, for different water depths. It does not depend on local bathymetry, and soitis portableto otherWashington State Ferries terminals. Calibratedfor othervessels, it could also provide information about scour potential in other ferry and vessel systems. It is important to note that this version of the model, with a constant α, is only valid when 
	This model may be used to predict the expected stress at different horizontal locations on the seabed, for different water depths. It does not depend on local bathymetry, and soitis portableto otherWashington State Ferries terminals. Calibratedfor othervessels, it could also provide information about scour potential in other ferry and vessel systems. It is important to note that this version of the model, with a constant α, is only valid when 
	-

	Figure 11: (a) shows the spatial variability of model results as contours of constant stress (inPa)andthedepth proflesof stressateachpilingasa colored square(usingthe same color scale as the contours, shown by the color bar). Model stress contours are not shown above the minimum sensor depth. The greyshaded regions are the approximate locations of the pilings, and the black dashed line is the centerline of the slip. (b) shows the observed vs. modelled stresses at the south and north pilings. The dashed blac

	Figure
	Figure 11: Model results and validation 
	Figure 11: Model results and validation 


	depth dependence is more important than vessel class dependence. When vessel class dependence dominates, α will need to be changed to account for the infuence of the varying mass of the vessel. The observed differences in stress by vessel class were presented in section and Figure 10, which provide preliminary estimates of how much α might change between vessels of differing displacement. 
	-

	It is important to note that this model predicts bed stress, not scour. Predictions of scour require information about the seabed sediment in addition to the applied stress. Relationships between stress and scour may be developed for this or other sites based on observations of stress and scour taken over longer time periods, or may be adopted from studies of scour in rivers or other coastal settings. 

	MODEL APPLICATION 
	MODEL APPLICATION 
	Long term analysis 
	Long term analysis 
	The modeldevelopedin section canbe appliedtoatime seriesofvesselarrivaland departure information to assess the stress on the seabed of any vessel arrival or departure, and thus the cumulative stress on the seabed over a period of time. The bed stress during vessel departures can be found using the model, as long as the depth is known at the time of departure. During vessel arrivals, the bed stress can be parameterized as a function of vessel displacement, and can thus be found as long as the displacement of
	We appliedthe modelto9years (2010-2019)ofvesselarrivaland departurelogs from the Kingston ferry terminal providedbyWSF and publiclyavailable National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) tidegauge data at Kingston–Appletree Cove. We used the tidally modulated depth of the ADV at the south piling of each slip to predict stress during vessel departures. To predict stress for vessel arrivals, we parameterized stress as proportional to vessel displacement, with a variable constant of proportionality de
	-
	−4 
	−4 
	Jumbo classvessels, such as theMVWallaWalla, respectively.We assumed that for other 
	−4
	-

	vesselarrivalsand departures locatedatSlip1.We assumeawash durationof140 seconds, 
	vesselarrivalsand departures locatedatSlip1.We assumeawash durationof140 seconds, 

	the window length of our calculation of stress from section . 
	This model application yields a nearly linear cumulative stress over the course of the9year period, indicating that for longer time periods, the primary predictivefactor of seabed stress is the frequencyof vessel arrivals and departures at a given slip (Figure 12a). Thus,Slip1 experiences more cumulative stressthanSlip2,asexpected.Onadailytime scale, thereisvariabilityinthe stress causedbyagiven arrivalor departure,butthe linear trendof cumulative stress indicatesthatthisvariabilitycanbetakenasa constantonl

	Ground line stress 
	Ground line stress 
	It is important to consider the stress on the ground line when designing a solution to the scour problem at Kingston. If we assume that the wash does not decay signifcantly away from the propeller in the along-slip direction, as we show in section , we can apply ground lines for this analysis: the 2018 surveydata for Slip1and Slip2, anda proposed groundlineatSlip1thatfllsintheregionnearthecliffface(Figure13).Themodel dictates 
	the model at the seabedeverywhere alonga ground line forvessel departures.We use three 

	Figure 12: Modelled cumulative stress and stress distribution over a 10year period 
	-

	Figure
	Figure 12: (a) Prediction of cumulative stress for the years 2010-2019 using the model and trends in this report (blue indicates Slip 1, red indicates Slip 2); (b) Histograms of the predicted stress for arrivals and departures, normalized into a daily frequencyof each 0.25 Pa stress bin. 
	Figure 12: (a) Prediction of cumulative stress for the years 2010-2019 using the model and trends in this report (blue indicates Slip 1, red indicates Slip 2); (b) Histograms of the predicted stress for arrivals and departures, normalized into a daily frequencyof each 0.25 Pa stress bin. 


	that the stress will increase when the bed is closer to the water surface (depth decreases). The model predicts that the fll groundline at Slip1willexperience higher stresses than the currentgroundlinebyafactorof3,at maximum.This increasemustbetakeninto account when planning the type of sediment to be used in the fll. 
	The ground line stress is strongly dependent on the specifc along-slip bathymetry profle.Forexample, Slip1has smaller stresseseverywhereexceptby the cliffface near the pilings. Therefore, a lower fll line or different fll profle could reduce the stress on the fll. This balance of higher stress at shallower depth needs to be considered as a trade off with a more dissipative, milder slope. 
	Our results do not directly include the effects of the bathymetry on the wash. In other words, the calculations for the fll profle are made based on the magnitude of the stressateachdepthwiththe currentbathymetry.Itis reasonabletobelievethatthe stresses may change whenthe bathymetryis changed.Afullhydrodynamic modelis necessaryto make these predictions properly,but some insight can begained based on our comparison of Slips1and 2. In general, the speed will increase as the depth decreases to conserve the in 
	fowrateofthewash. BetweenSlips1and2the decreaseofaveragedepthby3.2m results 

	Figure
	Figure 13: Ground line depth and stress 
	Figure 13: Ground line depth and stress 


	Figure13: Along-slip proflesof(a) ground line,forSlip1(currentand proposed)andSlip 2, and (b) stress at the groundline calculated using the model from section . Shaded error bars indicate one half of the standard deviation of stress (mean of the two pilings) observed at each slip. 


	SUMMARY 
	SUMMARY 
	Extreme scour at the Kingston ferryterminal is likely caused by ferry arrivals and departures, which lead to high near-bed velocities and stresses at the end of the terminal. Our study uses state-of-the-art velocity measurements to characterize the vessel wake and wash structureandforma predictive model basedonthe dependenciesof near-bedvelocity and stress. 
	Duringvessel arrivalsand departures, maximum near-bedvelocitiesexceed1m/s multiple times each day. These maximum velocities vary from slip to slip and piling to piling, indicatingthatthevesselwakeandwash structureiscomplexand infuencedbylocal bathymetry. The onshore and offshore components of the maximum along-slip velocity is alsodifferent betweenthetwo slips,asthe milderslopeofSlip2dissipatesthewakeand wash energy, while the steeper slopeof Slip1refects it. 
	Vessel arrivals and departures cause high bed stresses at the seabed of both slips at the Kingston,WAferry terminal. These bed stresses are ∼ 100× larger than background stresses due to the turbulent nature of the ferry propeller wash. Furthermore, vessel departureshavehigher associatedbed stressesthanvesselarrivals,andvessel departuresatlower tidal stages cause higher bed stress than those at higher tidal stages. The higher stress upon vessel departure is likely due to larger accelerations during departure
	Vessel arrivals and departures cause high bed stresses at the seabed of both slips at the Kingston,WAferry terminal. These bed stresses are ∼ 100× larger than background stresses due to the turbulent nature of the ferry propeller wash. Furthermore, vessel departureshavehigher associatedbed stressesthanvesselarrivals,andvessel departuresatlower tidal stages cause higher bed stress than those at higher tidal stages. The higher stress upon vessel departure is likely due to larger accelerations during departure
	-

	replicates this behavior. 

	Applying this empirical modelto9 yearsofvessel activityand tide data yieldsa nearly linear increase in cumulative stress during this time period, with an average stress of 3.4Pa. We therefore conclude that for long time scales,vessel frequencyis the most important factor in predicting erosion. We also use the model to calculate stress at the scourholeandclifffaceatSlip1will causethe stressonthe seabedto increasebyafactor of3 as the depth decreases. 
	ground lineof each slip, includinga proposed Slip1bathymetry.We fnd that fllingin the 

	Effective modifcationstoslip1wouldfllthe scourholeandcliffface,withat least the top layer of this fll composed of large(> 5 cm) cobbles. These will be diffcult to mobilize. We fnd that the seabed angle has an impact on whether an incoming wash is refectedor dissipated,andsothisfllwould ideallybeatas closetotheangleofSlip2 as possible in order to more effectively dissipate the wash. We fnd that vessel frequency is the most important driver of cumulative seabed stress, and so an equal redistribution of vessel
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	APPENDIX: MODEL METHODS 
	The model in equation3is separable into y and z equations, such that a regression can be performed with respect to both across-slip distance and depth in a log-linear sense. We use the ADVdata to perform this regression, combining measurements from both slips toproduceaprofleof stresswithdepthforthesouthandnorthpilings.Thespread between the pilingsis approximately8m, and so the north and south pilingshavea positionof4 and -4 m respectively. This coordinate system places the origin in the center of the bridg
	span at thewater surface.We frst ft 
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